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ISTKODCCTIOS AND Sunm~r~u 
,y stands for a fixed finite set with nr ,; I elements, and ~7: for the set of 
the nonnegative integers (0, I,...]. If IF is also a finite nonemptv set, the 
z~$t of a function ,f : X -+ I7 is the function zc : Y* ---• N, where w(y) 
j f m’(y)! for y E 1’; the absolute sign / around a set denotes its cardinalit); 
A function 9 : 1’ + 1 T IS called 
summation z is oveJ3l.l y 
a weight for 1’ if z., p(y) = m, where the 
‘ 1 E I’, 
If i 1’ / = n, ihere are (“‘+,::P’ 
and hence the weight off is a weight for Y. 
) weights for I’ and, if zc is one of them, wc 
denote the set of functions from S to 1. with weight w by I(W). This con- 
struction associates a set of functions I(W) with every finite weighted set. 
A partitioning of a set is a collection of nonempty subsets which arc mutuall! 
disjoint and cover the set. It is clear that the (‘“‘,:i -‘) sets I(W) partition the set 
of functions ITX from Ly to I-. 
Consider d finite nonempty sets I-, ,..., I’,, and suppose that Y is then 
Cartesian product 1; /: ... I,, Denoting the projection (yi ,..., y,J + yi 
from I7 onto I?; by pi , a weight zu for Ye determines as follows a weight ZL~,. 
for 1.; : If yi E ITi , eci(y2) := C,, W(Y), w h ere the summation XT, is over all 
y tp, I(?;;). It is trivial that the sum of the integers I,, where yi runs 
through Vi , is m and hence that zc, is a weight for I’, . U’e refer to zici as 
the i-th partial zwi’ht of ZL’ and denote the set of weights for 1- with given 
partial weights zci ,..., zc,! 1,~ 111J(zc, , .., IL(,). The subsets I(zcl) of Yr, where 
zc’ t .~I(w, ,..., ZL’~), play an important role in the theor!. 
G stands for a fixed finite group, written multiplicatively, and (G, -r) 
for a fixed permutation representation. Hence, if p, 0 E G and s t S: ux E .I-, 
(p~).v m=~ I and Is ~~ X, u-here 1 is the unit ckment of G. A nonempt! 
subset I of S is called i~ariant if it is closed under the action of G. If the 
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resulting permutation representation (G, 1) is transitive, I is called an &it 
of (G, S). The character x : G ---f N of (G, X) is the class function, defined 
by: If 4 t G. then X(V) is the number of elements of X left fixed by 0. Char- 
acters of permutation representations are also called permutation characters, 
or fmnsitiw permutation characters in case the permutation representa.tion 
is transitive. All class functions of G have their values in the field of complex 
numbers. Finally, if x and ,y’ are class functions, the product xx’ and the szlnz 
x $~ x’ are. respectively, the class functions (xx’)(u) = x(u) X’(U) and 
(X X’)(U) ~~~ X(U) + x’(u) for 0 E G; and the innev product (x, x’) is the 
complex number l/i G 1 xc, X(U) x’(up’), where the summation C, is over 
all CT E G. 
Let 1’ again be an arbitrary finite set with n -3 1 elements. If f E Y* and 
Q E G, the function f” of Yx is defined by f”(x) = f(~kc) for x E X. The 
resulting permutation representation (G, Y”) has the (““zP1) subsets I(oJ) of 
ITx as invariant sets, since f and fU have the same weight. These sets are, 
however, in general not orbits of (G, Yx), even if (G, X) is transitive. The 
character of the permutation representation (G, I(w)) is denoted by d(w), i.e., 
(d(w))(a) is the number of functions of Yx with weight uj left fixed by the 
group elements (T. This construction associates a permutation character of G 
with ever-y.finite weighted set. Of course, these characters depend on the choice 
of the fixed permutation representation (G, X). 
L,et I*, ,..., Z’, again be d finite nonemptp sets with Cartesian product 
1. 1. . . . 1 x Yd , and suppose that each set Y+ has been provided with 
a weight 2~; . \Ve then have a bushel of permutation characters of G at our 
disposal: the characters ~(zu,),..., d(w,) corresponding to the weighted sets 
J-, ,..., I-,!; and the characters d(u) where zu E M(w, ,..., w,), corresponding 
to certain weights of Y. Our theory of matrices is based on the following 
theorem, proved in Section I. 
‘I‘HEORELJ I. The product A(q) ... A(u),,) of the characters A,..., A(zc,,) 
is equal to the sum of the characters A(w) for zu E :1f(7~5 ,..., zu,J. 
If ,y is a class function of G, the sumx,,. ,(A(zu), xl,, where the summation&, 
is over all w E Jl(w, ,..., zc,), is denoted by (M(w, ,..., zcJ, xj. In applicafions 
to matrix theory, Theorem I is used in the following, equivalent form. 
TFIEOREU I’. (:W(V+ ,..., ZU.,~), x\ = <A(zuI) ‘.. A(zc~~), x\ for all class jiuzc- 
tions y. 
The choice of the group G, the permutation representation (G, X) and 
the class function x depends on the matrix problem one wants to solve. 
In order to explain the connection with matrices, we choose d -= 2. In this 
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case, 1%-\-e always assume that 1-r = / I,..., t) and I-? {I,..., u;, Mhence 
I- == {(i,j) ~ i =:- I,..., t and j I,..., us. A weight for 1. is now a t Y u 
matrix u: : (7.~~~) whose entries wi, belong to LV and add up to ~1. The 
I-r-weight wr of ZL’ is the vector of the row sums (yi ,..., r,) of the matrix, 
where yi x7: t ZL’,~ for i ~ I ,..., t; and the Y,-weight ZC’~ is the \.ector- of the 
column sums (cr ,..., cU), where f, C:-, ~0,~ for ,j I,,.., zl. Of tour-SC’, 
1’1 T ..’ + y, = Cl - .. + f,, _ in. 1L-e now write AlI(7, ,..., r,; C, ,,.., ~(0, 
4 1 . ...) T[), and Ll(c, ,..., c(,) for, rcspectivcl~-, :U(w, , wL), Ll(x,) and A(z0,) 
and use, similarb, the notations I(r, ,..,, Y,) and I(c, ,..., c,,) for- 1(wr) and 
Z(z+). Clearly, M(vi ,..., Ti; c, ,..., c,,) is the set of I > u matrices n ith entries 
in ;\- and row sums ri ,.,., r, and column sums rr ,._., c,, .\ll through the 
paper, “nu2t~I.Z.” means a niat~~ix z&l/ mtr.ies in iv. 
For arbitrar\- u’, a weight zc for 1. 1; ‘.. Ij I, is nothing but a “h!.per- 
matrix” whose entries u(y) belong to I\- and add up to 111. The h~pcrmatris is 
a d-dimensional parallelopipcd of numbers which has d families of parallel 
cross sections, one family for each coordinate axis 1, The cross section 
corresponding to the element yi E l.i is the indexed set of integers 
{w(yl) ‘y t~i’(y~)j and this cross section has zc,(y,) as “sectional sum”. 
ClearI!,, 3l(zc, ,..., w,?) consists of the hvpermatrices with sectional sums 
{zq(y,) ~ -y, F 1, . i ~~~ I...., cl). Although wc arc concerned with Ijrdinar\. 
matrices, vc allow d to be arbitrary in the part of the theor\. \vhic!r does not 
dcpcnd on d. Lye use the terms “weight” of I’, /\ ‘.. j I,, and “h!-p~rmatri~” 
interchangeably and hcncc all our h!-permatrices have their entr-its in AY and 
these entries add up to vz. 
The above is the content of Section I. In the remainder of the paper, 
it is assumed that G is the symmetric group S which consists of the permuta- 
tions of S, and that the permutation representation (S, S) consists of the 
natural action of S on ,Y; in other words, if CJ t S and s C: .V, OS is obtained by 
letting the permutation 0 act on the element .x. 
In Section II, \zc return to Theorem I’ and choose for x the tr-i\ ial character 
1, of S, i.c., l,(a) 1 for all o t S. iVe show that then \ilZ(w, ,..., x,,), l,Y 
1 JZ(w, ,...) ZC,,)!, and hence the number of hvpermatriccs with prescribed 
sectional sums (w,(y,) 1 y, E 1., , i = I,..., d) is equal to ,‘O(W,) .” -1(2C,I), lY 
(Theorem 3. I). In the remainder of Section II, d : 2 and C‘orollary 3. I enables 
one to read the number of matrices with prescribed row sums or . . . . . ri and 
column sumsc, ,..., c,, at a glance from an! table which csprcsses the transitive 
permutation characters d(r, ,..., Y,) of the symmetric group S as linear com- 
binations of the simple characters of S’. (14’~ say “simple” character instead 
of the more usual “irreducible” character.) Such a table is given on page I54 
of Rlurnaghan’s book [l]. Convcrsel~, WC show that a knowledge of the 
numbers 1 ~lZ(v, ,..., 7,; f, ,..., et,), enables one to construct this table (Scc- 
tion 1 1). \Z’e analyze the characters 4(~ , , rz) in detail by means of an clemen- 
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tary remark on 2 x 2 matrices, and obtain the number of integral solutions 
of the simultaneous inequalities and equation 
.T1 “’ $ x,, --- Y, ) 0 -; xi “. c, for j -: I )..., U. 
In Section III, we return again to arbitrary d and Theorem I’, but choose x 
nc,w equal to the alternating character 6 of S; i.e., S(u) = I for the even prr- 
mutations m E S and S(u) ~ 1 f or tl K odd ones. A (0, I)-hypermatrix is a 
lvcight PC : 1, ;i ... A I-,, - :V, where z~(y) is 0 or I for ally E 1; x ... x Id 
Li.c! shv that ~LI,I(zL$ )...) ZC~), 6, is the number of (0, I)-hypermatrices with 
prescribed sectional sums .(zc,(yi) i yi E 1.; , i =:: I,..., (/I, and hence this 
number of hypermatrices is cq~ml to <d(w,) ... d(z~‘J, S I (Theorem ‘7.1). 
In the remainder of Section III, d = 2 and Corollary 7.1 enables one to read 
the number of (0, I)-matrices with prescribed row sums 7, ,..., vi and column 
sums cI ,..., c,, again from the table on page 154 of [I]. It is, however, much 
more interesting to go the other way and apply the theory of (0, I)-matrices 
to the symmetric group. By combining Corollary 7.1 with the Gale-R!;ser 
theorem (Theorem 1. I, p. 63 of Ryser’s book [2]), we obtain a necessary and 
sufficient condition for when the inner product of certain characters of S 
is 0 or I (Theorem 8. I). From this we derive what we believe to be the most 
lucid definition of the simple character {P) of S associated with the parti- 
tioning I’ of .Y-, and also a simple proof of Frobenius theorem which states 
that e\-cry simple character of S is a unique integral linear combination of 
the transitive permutation characters d(r, ,..., Y[). Furthermore, WC‘ determine 
lvhich simple characters of S occur with positive coefficient in a transitive 
permutation character Ll(7f, ,..., 7ft), etc. 
It is clear from these results that the trivial character I,Y controls the theor? 
of matrices with prescribed row and column sums, while the alternating 
character 6 controls the theor\- of (0, I)-matrices. 
I. ‘I~~REM I 
7%~ /woof of Tiwwet~~ I 
Let 1-, ) . . . . I,, be nonempt!,, finite sets with Cartesian product 1’ := 
1’1 “’ lrf, , and lctf : S --+ I’bc a function with weight ZL’ (see Introduc- 
tion). Since TC is a weight for 1-, zc has d partial weights W, ,.,., IC,, . We denote 
the wight of the i-th coordinate function p,f : S p Jei of f by zc(/~J). 
(As in the Introduction, pi is the projection from I’ onto li.) 
PRc~rosITIO~< 1. I. zc($qf) = zoi fOY i =- i ,..., d. 
Proof. I,et y, t 1, . Then, TC,(~,) =: 27, /,f-‘(y)l, where the summation 
x., is over ally EJ~‘(Y~). Consequently, wi(yJ is the number of points of S 
which are mapped by f into I;‘, i.e., wi(yi) -- i,f ~‘(p; ‘(yi)) . Further- 
more, (4Pif))(Yi) ~0i.f) ‘(Yi)i ~~ ~.f~‘(PXY,))~. lhe. 
We choose weights zcl ,..., zc,* for 1; ,..., U, , respectiwlv. The set of 
weights l%l(zcl ,..., wd) for I7 (see Introduction) gives rise to the subset 
R = u<,.I(w) of I=‘, where the union U, is over all zu E M(w, ,..., vJ. Each 
weighted set Yi gives rise to the subset I(zc,) of ITrx, and the Clartesian product 
J(q) x ... Y ~(zc,]) consists ot those functions ,f~ I :r with the property that 
pjfEZ(w,) for i =- I,..., d. 
Proof. By Proposition I .I, f~ R if and only if pif has xveight zci fol 
i == I,...) d, equivalently, if and onl!; ifft I(q) .X ... x I(w,J. Done. 
Since R is the union of sets I(w) which are all invariant sets of the rcpresen- 
tation (G, Y”) (see Introduction), R is itself an invariant set and gives rise to 
the permutation representation (G, R). M’c can also form “product” of the tl 
representations (G, l(wz)) for i : I,..., NI, bv which is meant the permutation 
representation (G, I(q) ,,: ..’ :,: I(w,J), ~1 11 Lx (f, ,...,, fr,)u ~~ (,f,b . . . . . . h,(J) fol 
fi l f(ec,) and CJ E G. The two representations (C, K) and (G, I(=,) .‘. 1(w,,)) 
act on the same set of functions (Proposition 1.2), and we no\f. show that the\: 
are actually permutation representation. 
~‘ROPOSIl’ION 1.3. (G, R) = (G, I(zcJ :a: ... \_ I(wri)). 
Proqf. Let ft R and ci E G. Then, ,f ~~ (p,f,..., p,f) and in the permuta- 
tion representation (G, I(zL,) xd “’ )\ +4,)), (P,f,..., Pdf)” = ((Pl.f)n~...~ 
(p,f)“), while in the permutation representation (G, R), ,f” (pJ’,.... p,J”). 
It is immediate that (pif)” =m p,p. Done. 
Pivof of Theorem I. Since K is the disjoint union of the in\-Cant sets 
I(w), where 72 t nl(w, ,..., wd), the character of (G, H) is the sum of the 
characters O(w), where zu E :‘LI(q ,..., zo J. It is well known (and practically 
obvious) that the character of a product of permutation representations is the 
product of the characters of the representations, whence the character of 
(G, Z(wl) >~ ... :< I(w,J) is the product d(q) ... d(w,,). Theorem 1 now 
follows from Proposition 1.3. Done. 
II. ALITRICES \I:ITII PRESCRIBED Row Asn COI.U;\IS Sr-~v 
We assume .fov the remainder of this paper that the jifixed group G is tire sym- 
metric group S which consists of the permutations of S, arzd thaf the jixea’ 
pelvzutution representation (S, X) consists ?f the natural action of S on z\v. 
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2. The chavactev d(w). 
Let I7 be a finite, nonempty set with weight ZL’. The following proposition 
is equivalent to saying that the character A(W) of S ’ is transitive (see Introduc- 
tion). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The permutation representation (A’, I(z)) is transitiw. 
Puoqf. If f,y EI(ZC), If-‘(y)1 = [ <r-l(y)~ f or all y E 1, and hence there 
exists a permutation cr in S such that u(f -l(y)) -: go l(y) for all y E- I-. 
Clearly, fC’ = s. Done. 
1Te now determine the stabilizer of the transitive permutation representa- 
tion (S, J(zc)), that is, the subgroup of S whose elements leave some cho’sen 
function ofl(zc) fixed. This stabilizer is unique except for inner automorphisms 
of s. 
If n is a partitioning of S, we often refer to the subsets of X which make 
up 17 as the cycles of 17, and to the cardinality of a cycle as its Zeqth. ‘L’he 
stabilizev N(n) of 17 is the subgroup of S whose elements transform each 
cycle of 17 onto itself. Clearly, if the cycles of fl have lengths A, ,..., A, , 
11(n) is isomorphic \vith the direct product of the symmetric groups 
*q 7”‘) Xl:. 
1Ve choose a partitioning n(w) of S which has one cycle of length w(y) for 
each y t J7 such that W(Y) /- 0, and denote its stabilizer by H(w). It is 
immediate that H(W) is uniquely determined by zc except for inner auto- 
morphisms of S. 
PROI>OSITION 2.2. N(w) is the stabilizer qf (S, I(u)). Consequently, 
I( = m! + nI, w(y)!, where the product n, is orer ally E I’. 
PYOOJ. Letf be a function of I(w) which is constant on each cycle of n(zc). 
A permutation (T E S leaves f fixed if and only if 0 E H(zc), whence H(U) is 
the stabilizer of (S, I(w)). It follows that 1 I(W)I ~2 I S ~ + j H(W), ~= 
m! i- n, w(y)! Done. 
Observe that it follows from Proposition 2.1 that all characters d(zQ..., 
A(u;J and d(w) which occur in Theorems I and 1’ are transitive. Further- 
more, if d = 2, Proposition 2.2 states that 1 I(r, ,..., Y+)~ ~= m! + r,! ..’ yt! 
and that the stabilizer of the transitive representation (S, I(r, ,..., YJ) is the 
stabilizer of a partitioning of X which has one cycle of length yi for each 
1 C i ct t such that yi + 0. This shows that the transitive permutation 
characters d(r, ,..., Ye) of S are precisely those which are introduced on 
page 110 of [l] (in the same notation) and are expressed as linear combinations 
of the simple characters of S in the table on page 154 of [l]. IVe refer to this 
table as table [ I]. 
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3. 7%~ rwders / -lf(zc, ,..., zoL’,,)i 
\\‘e choose n finite, nonempty sets IF, ,..., I~(, with weights x1 1 .. . . EC,, 
respecti\-ely, and put 1. J-, % “’ I.,! The set of hyermatrices \vith 
sectional sums [w,(y,) y, F IT, , i I,..., t/j is again denoted by ~ll(zu, 1 .. . . ZC,,), 
and the trivial character of S by i,y (see Introduction). 
TIIEORERI 3. I. I il~(w, )..., w,J A(q) ‘.’ Lqzc,,), I,y . 
Proof. By Theorem I’, we only have to show that C:::l~Z(z~, ,... zc,J, J,y 
1 :lZ(zc, )...) WJ, and for this it is sufficient to show that BOO, 1,: I 
for all WE M(w, ,..., w,,). It is standard that <i(z), I, is the number of 
orbits of (S, J(w)) and this number is I by Proposition 2. I. Done. 
Since the values of each of the d characters d(wi) arc integers, 
for I . i < d, where the order in which the characters A(zL~),..., ~(zL’,,) arc 
written down is of course immaterial. In particular, for d -=- 2, we find 
60ROLLARY 3. 1. ‘1 qif I ,‘..> vt; Cl I’.‘> c,,)i : (d(r, )..., I./), A($ )..., C),) 
In the remainder of this Section, WC’ further invcstigatc the cast r/ -: 2. 
\Ve recall that the nonnegative integers yi , c, satisfy rl j- ‘.. + T, 
Cl “’ + c,, = nl. 
Let x1 ,..,, xs bc the simple characters of S and put .4(v, ,..,, Y,) ~~ XL1 ylxI 
and A(c, ,..., c(!) xf 1 zzI,yL , where J’; , u”, E S. Then, 1 .‘1~1(v, ,.._, q; 
cl ,..., c,,)i = J-l 1 yizi and hence the numbers ~ M(r, 1 .. . . I- l ,, 1 ,..., r7J can 
be read instantly from table [I]. C ‘ale must be taken in the USC of this table 
so that “disordcrcd partitionings” arc rcarrangt-d properly according to the 
rules given in [I]. 
k43IPLE 3.1. How many 3 :i 4 matrices arc there with row sums 4, 3, 2 
and column sums 3, 2, 2, 2? This number is ‘4(4, 3, 2), 4(3, 2, 2, 2) 
Table [I] denotes the simple characters of S by {A, ,..., A,), where A, .‘. 
A, ;‘- 1 and .A, 4 .‘. 4 A, -~= m; here, (A, ,..., A,] stands for the unique simple 
character of S which corresponds to a partitioning of 9 with one cycle of 
length Ai for i I,..., 1. FVe read from the 1Sth row of table [I] vith 
112 == 9 : A(4, 3, 2) -= :9,\ t- 2{8, I; I 3:7, 2: ; {7, I) 1 j f 3{6, 3) 2{6, 2, I ; 
-+ 2(5, 4; -t ‘(5, 3, I) $ (5, 2, 2; --~~ 14, 4, I) ~ 14, 3, 21 (the disordered par- 
titioning {4, 5) had to be dropped). The 27th row of the table with 1~ ~~ 9 
gix-vs: A(3 , 2,2,2) ~~ 19, -im i i ’ ’ 3’8, 1) -I- 6(7,2j 3{7, I. 1: 7j6, 3) + $16, 2, I; 
-1 16, 1, I, 11 1 5{S, 4; 915, 3, I) 615, 2, 2; I- 3(5, 2, I. 1; 4{4, 4, 1; 
I 6[4, 3, 2) 3f4, 3, 1, I] 3(4, 2, 3, I) t- 13, 3, 3) 4 2[3, 3. 2, I: 
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(3, 2, 2, 2) (see p. 155 of [I]). C ‘onsequently, i ‘22(4, 3, 2; 3, 2, 2, 2) _= 
1 :< I + 2 ;< 3 + 3 :: 6 -c 1 >< 3 -t 3 x 7 }- 2 :< 8 -I- 2 :,I 5 -I 2 1,: 9 -I- 1 Y 6 -‘- 
I :< 4 ~I- I Y 6 ~~ 109. 
ITe shall see in subsection I I that, conversely, the knowledge of the 
numbers ) -I!(r, ,..., r,; cI ,..., r,()l enables one to construct table [I]. 
4. The rhararter d(r, ) Y.J. 
This transitive permutation character of S (as always, rr + rZ -: ~1) can 
bc completely analyzed by means of C’orollary 3.1 and the following elemen- 
tary observation on 2 Y 2 matrices. (“mm” stands for minimum.) 
PROPOSITIOS 4.1. 1 ilI(r, , r,; c1 , CJ == 1 -t min(r, , vZ , cl , rJ. 
Procf. \\‘e have to find all 2 Y 2 matrices (zL.~,) such that wit + ,wi2 ~~ vi 
a n d ZC, ! w,, := cj for i, j 1, 2. Suppose that min(r, , I’~ , cl , cLI) vl . 
There arc only Y, -1.. I p ossibilities for the ordered pair (zcl,, , wlJ, namely, 
(i, r1 -- i) for i o,..., rt . If (% > et,,) ~~ (i, r1 -- i), the matrix is com- 
pletely determined, because zc.,r = cl - i and ZL’,? =mm cZ-~ r, + i. The 
inequalities 0 Z cr - i and 0 --- C~ ~- rr -1 i follow from rl = min(r,, r.,, cl, CJ 
y;, ‘:::‘;: I$;;,;; ;o;;) I =- r1 T I. One reasons the same way if YZ , c, 
srncc r, I- . . I’? --- 912, we wrote d(rrz ~ i, i) for A(Y, , YJ, and have to study 
these characters only for 0 ’ i __ in ~ i since, obviously, d(lir -- i, i) 
d(i, ~7 ~ ;). IVe denote thegeneralized characterd(nz-i, i)-A(M-i ~-- 1, i-- 1) 
I~)- (II/ ~ i. ;) for I i uz ~ i. ‘The binomial coefficient w! :- (vz -- I’)! i! 
is denoted bv (‘>,‘) and we say “dimension” of a character rather than 
“ dx cgrce ” of a character. 
‘I‘HEORERI 4.1. {v2 - i, i) is a sinzple charar ter of S 0s dim ension (:‘) - (, 7;) 
for I i 712 ~ i. 
Proof. It follows from Corollary 3. I and Proposition 4.1 that <:il(r, , .I’,), 
d(r, , c’), ~~ I I min(r, , r, . cr , c,). Consequently, /{vz -- i, ;I, (m - i, ij 
~,d(nz -- i, i), Ll(m - i, i)) -- 2,<4(7n -.- i, i), O(m - i -! I, i -- 1)) I~ 
;d(m ~ i in- 1, i- l),d(nz - i-t I, i- I),~ = i-1 1 - 2i+ i == 1. Since 
[VI -- i, ij is an integral linear combination of the simple characters of S and 
these characters form an orthonormal base of the space of the class functions, 
we conclude that {m - i, i] = &xi for some simple character x, of S. Further-- 
more, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that the dimension of O(vz ~ i, i) is (‘:.‘), 
and hence (77~ -- i, ;}(I) =- (‘y) - (iilil) > 0. This shows both that (m - i, ;j 
is simple and that its dimension is (‘y) ~ (,y,). Done. 
\Vc conclude from Proposition 2.2 that d(~z, 0) is the character of the 
transitive permutation representation of S whose stabilizer is S, i.e., that 
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d(m, 0) = 1,. Denoting 1, by (m, 01 or [m2), we obtain the following differ- 
ence scheme, where the second row consists of the diffcrcnces of the first rovv. 
THEOREM 4.2. 13(m - i, i) (mj ! {m -- I, I; f- .‘t ; (~1 ~ i, ij jbt 
0 ‘i < m - i. 
Proof. Immediate consequence of the above difference scheme. Done. 
It can easily be checked that Theorem 4.2 agrees with table [I] and 
that our notation {m - i, ;) is the same as used in that table to denote simple 
characters. The dimension of {m -- i, is could also have been derived from 
Frobenius’ formula for the dimension of the simple characters of S [ 1, p. I 19, 
(4.34)J. 
Remark 4.1. It is interesting to observe that the transitive permutation 
character O(m - i, ;) splits off the i T- 1 transitive characters O(m - j, j) for 
j --- o,..., i (not simultaneously). If, furthermore, m is even and 2 < i = m/2, 
the transitive representation (S, l(m/2, m/2)) (of which d(m/2, m/2) is the 
character) is imprimitive; viz., the stabilizer S,,, 2 x S,, +2 of this representa- 
tion has index 2 in its normalizer /- S. Hence, d(m/2, m]2) then splits off a 
further transitive permutation character ,y of dimension &:a). It is not hard 
to see that x --I XI1 {m - 2h, 2/z), where the summation z,b is over all 
0 !I : 1 m/4 if mj2 is even, and over 0 ’ lz Z< (m ~ 2)/4 if m/2 is odd. 
5. Simultaneous equalities and inequalities. 
If the f x u matrix (~0~;) belongs to the set M(r, ,..., Y!; ci ,..., c,,), its first 
1 ~ 1 rows constitute an integral solution of the following system of equalities 
and inequalities. 
System I. Cy r .vij yi , Cl--: s,, c, , 0 :z: xij , where i z--y I,..., f -- I , 
j :- 1 ,..., U, and r1 + ... .- rl-r :;: c, L ‘. I-- c, 
Since the first t ~ 1 rows of a matrix of ;l’l(r, ,..., I’[; cr ,..., cu) completel) 
determine its last row, it is immediate that we obtain in this way a (1, l)- 
mapping from M(r, ,..., rt; c1 ,..., c,,) onto the set of integral solutions of 
System I. Hence, by Corollary 3.1, 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The number of integral solutions qf System I is 
(d(rl ,..., r(), Ll(c, ,..., c,,)‘,, where Y, :- c, + ... +- ciL -- (yl -I- ... -+ yipI). 
In case t :-m 2, System I can be written as 
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In order to compute the number of integral solutions of System I’, we 
return to the simple character cm - i, ;} of Theorem 4.1 and denote the 
multiplicity with which this character occurs in d(c, ,..., c,,) by z(m - i, v’). 
PROPOSITIOS 5.2. The number of integral solutions of System I’ is 
1 -.- Z(/// - 1: 1) -f- “. -I- z(m - i, ;), ZChere 112 --= fi m(- “. .1- c,, and I’ = 
min(r, , 111 .-- Ii). 
Proof. Putting y2 = nz -- rl , d(u, , 7f2) = {m> + (vn - 1, 1; + ... + (m - ‘;, ij 
(Theorem 4.2). Since \‘fm), d(c, ,..., c,,)> =m I (Proposition 2.1), 
d(r,, Y?), il(c, ,..., cl,) -x I + z(m - I, I) + ... -C z(vn -- i, i). 
The rest follows from Proposition 5.1. Done 
Proposition 5.2 enables one to read the number of integral solutions of 
System I’ instantly from table [I]. 
I~~MIx+ 5.1. \Ye compute the number y of integral solutions of the 
system .x1 -- x2 + x8 $ x4 : - 5, 0 :< s, 2: 3, 0 .5.: xi 5.: 2 for j --- 3, 3, 4. 
Since vn -= 9 and i = 4, y = 1 $ ~(8, 1) + ~(7, 2) -+ ~(6, 3) + ~(5, 4), 
where ~(9 - 11, h) =: (‘9 - h, h}, 4(3,2,2,2),. The numbers ~(9 - 12,/z) ‘can 
be read from Esample 3.1 and we find y =-= 1 + 3 + 6 A- 7 f 5 = 22. 
III. (0, I)-~IATRICES \VITH PRESCRIBED Row AND Cor.c-MN SMS 
6. The alternating character 
Let (S. IT) be a transitive permutation representation of S with character x, 
and let S be the alternating character of S (for x and 6, see the Introduction). 
The following proposition can also be proved bv Frobcnius’ reciprocit! 
theorem. 
l'RoIYwrIo.U 6.1. Zf s contains no odd permutation which 1enr:e.s an element 
?f I- ji.14~ ‘x, 8; ~~~ 1. Other&se, (x, IS’, = = 0. 
Pvoof x, 6; =_ 1 /m! x0 S(a)x(o) and (x, 1,) = l/m! x0 ~(0) := 1, where 
the summation x., is over all 0 E ,Y; here WC use that S(o) = S(oml) and that 
(S, 1’) is transitive. Clearly, if ~(0) = 0, whenever S(o) = -- 1, equivalently, 
if S contains no odd permutation which leaves an element of E-fixed, (x, 6‘ _= 
ix, lx ( = 1). Otherwise, the nonnegative integer (x, Si is less than <‘, 1, ), 
whence I ,y, 6 I-= 0. Done. 
Let I’ be a finite, nonemptv set with weight 20. 
hN~POSITIoN 6.2. Ifzo(y) is 0 OY 1 .for ally t IT, ’ d(zc), 8 i ~~~ I otl7rr7oisP, 
d(zc), s ~~ 0. 
PNK$ Hy Proposition 2.1, the representation (S, I)) is transitive, while 
it is clear from Proposition 2.2 that its stabilizer H(C) contains no odd 
permutations if and only if Fl(zC) I,\. . Since w(Jl) 0, I for all 3’ E E’ 
if and onI!, if N(w) 1, , the proof follo\zs from Proposition 6. I. Done. 
\\‘c choose again n finite, nonempty sets l’, ,..., lyCi \&it11 weights ‘x1 ,..., zc,! , 
respectivcl~~, and put J7 I, x. ... \, ).n . The set of (0, I)-Il~prrlnatriccs 
IT-hi& are contained in ;lZ(zc, ,..., w,,) is denoted by Jl*(zc, ,...’ TC,,). Hence, 
zc E :I/*(zc, ,..., w,,) if and only if the weight ( hypermatrir) 7c has .w, ,..., ‘zc,~ 
as partial weights and ~~‘(39) 0, I for ally t I7 (see Introduction). AUthough 
the set JZ(ZC, (...) ec,,) is nc‘vcr empty (caq consequence of Theorem 3. I or 
by clemcntary argument), the subset .Il*(zc, ,..., zo,,) may wry well he cmpt!.. 
THEcmEhl 7.1. 1 41~(7L~, )...) 74 ii “’ 4(w,J, (5 
Proof. By Theorem I’, \\~e only have to show that M(ec, ,.._, .wi), b : 
~ .l/“(7c , ,.,., ecll) Hereto, it is sufficient to observe that 4(7c), 6 I if 
zo t .I/‘(zL~, ,..., 7cd), while d(x), ii 0 for all other zc c .lI(.z, ,_.., z,,) 
(Proposition 6.2). Done. 
It is customary to denote the product Sx of 5 with a class function y b!- ,y’ , 
and we write d,‘(w) for (A(x))*. 5’ ,‘mcc the values of each of the tl character-s 
3(w,) arc integers, < d(zC,) “’ d(zL’,J, 6 fqzo,) ... d(W!), 4(eu, ,) “’ A*(zc,,) 
for I i I’ d, n-here the order in \vhich the characters ~(zc,),..., 1(x$,,) arc 
written down is immaterial and where prcciselv one of these characters, 
chosen at random, should be starl-ed. \I’hen (i -i 2, .l!“(u, ,.... r,; cl ,..., c,() 
denotes of course the set of (0, I)- matrices with row sums v, ,...’ J-( and 
column sums c1 ,..., c,, , and WC find 
~‘OROILAKY 7. I. 1 ill*(r, . . . . . r,; cl ,..., C,,) := 4(r, ,..., r,), d”(c, )...) c,,) ~= 
cd”(r, ,..., y,), Jc, ,“., C,!) 
In the remainder of Section III, 1y-e investigate the cast d = 2 further. 
The use of table [I] to read ofi the numbers 1 31*(~, ,..., r,; c1 ,..., (,,)I will 
be explained in subsection IO. 
8. Impact of the Gale-Ryseu theorem 
A descending partitioning of nl (~~ S ) is a sequence of integers (//I1 ,..., w,,), 
where 11~~ ‘1, ... : fil,, 0 and WI, ” : 717,, nr. The capital letters P 
and 0 always stand for descending partitioniqs of nz. The numbers ~ I[(/-, ,..., r,; 
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Cl >.“1 C,,) and j 3I*(r, ,..., r,; C1 ,..., cU)l, as well as the characters d(s, ,..., rt), 
do not deprnd on the order of the integers y1 ,..., Y, or c1 ,..., c,, and are also 
not changed if some or all of the zeros among the Y~‘S and c,‘s are dropped. 
~‘onsequentl~, Corollaries 3.1 and 7.1 arc equivalent to , .Irl(P, 0) 
(A(P), 3(Q) and / ;lZ*(P, 0)~ A(P), d*(Q) !A *(P), L!l(Q)~> for all 
descending partitionings P and 0. 
The descending partitionings of 772 arc of course totally ordered by lesico- 
gl-aphical order, denoted by <. Hence, if P --- (ml ,..., m,,) and 0 (n, >“., ‘h), 
P -: C, means that the first of the difiel-enccs IZ, - m, , n, - ~2~ ,... which 
does not I-anish is positive; it is clear that, if n, “zi for i ~~ I ,..., min(a, h), 
then N 0. I’ Q . _ d., f Van s o course, for “P C 0 or P = Q”. 
\\.c also need a certain partial ordering ~1 for the set of descending par- 
titionings of 111. If P == (ml ,..., IV,,) and ,O ~~ (nl ,..., n,), we say that ,O 
~!omktes P, denoted P <I ,O, if ?/zl -L ... -1 m,, 1 n, -+ ... ;- n,, for I ,.< I/ :: 
min(cr, /I). ‘I’hc partitionings (4, 2, 2, 1) and (3, 3, 3) of 9 show that <:.I is not 
a total ordering. 
~‘ROPO~ITIOS 8.1. 1’ -3 0 implies P <. 0. 
Ptwf. Let P = (m, ,..., m,,) and ,O = (nl ,..., n,), where P -3 0, and 
suppose that 111, = 12; for i :m l,..., h while ??I,~, I + ?z,,+~ . Then, 
?lZ1 ! ” I- ?,I,( 1 921 $- “’ -I- n/,~+l 
implies that llz,( GI i: 7l,, 1 , whence P -< 0. Done. 
IYith each descending partitioning P is associated its conjugate pntdtionity 
P’“, \\-her-e the i-th coordinate of P* is the number of coordinates of P which 
arc grcatcr than or equal to i. For instance, (4, 4, 2, 1, 1)” = (5, 3, 2, 2). 
Olxerw that P* is always a descending partitioning of m and that P,‘* - P. 
The clakcal way to compute P* is by plotting the “Young diagram” OF P 
and interchanging its rows and columns. 
1I.e no\\- bring the GaleeRyser theorem to bear and obtain Theorem 8.1 
which con!rols a large part of the theory of the symmetric group. \\‘e recall 
thxt al\\-n~-s 3(P), O”(Q) ,A “(P), d(Q)‘. 
Proof. 11~. Corollar!- 7. I, \ve have to sho\v that ,1I”(P, 9)’ + 0 if and 
onI\ if P i Q*, but this is the content of the Gale-Rrser theorem (Theorem 
I. I ; p. 63 of [2]). Since ’ M*(P, Q)l =~ : ,IZ*(Q, P)!, P ccl Q* is equivalent to 
0 1 I”‘. The last sentence of Theorem 8.1 states that 1 JI*(P, ,O) 1 
if and onI!- if P ~~ (,,“‘, and this foIloR-s easily from p. 62 of [2]. Done. 
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The partitionings P : (3, 3) and Q (4, 1, I) of 6 show that I-’ . (I’ 
dots not imply that Q* : P”. Rowever, 
Proof. ‘The equivalence of P ; $J,*+ and 0’: -:I I’* (Theorem X.1) 
proves the first sentence. The rest follows from Proposition 8. I. Done. 
The partitionings P : (4, 4, 1, 1, 1) and Q =- (5, 2, 2, 3) of 1 I shorn- that, 
if P . 0 and Q* $1 P*, it does not necessarily follow that 1’ ’ 1 0. 
9. The sirt~ple character jP] 
By Theorem 8. I, A(P), A *(P”),, i for every dc-scending partitioning 
P of 111. Consequently, theve e.vists one and only one simple character qf S zcliich 
occurs with nzulti@‘city 1 in both A(P) and Av(P*), and ZCP denote this chal-artel 
by (P). It is clear that no other simple character of ,C occurs with positive 
multiplicity in both A(P) and A*(P*). ~1s an example, it follows at once from 
Proposition 2. 2 that A(m) ~~ 1, , and hence [l?z} := I,y Furthermorc~, (ML) is 
the conjugate partitioning of (l,..., 1) (ni l’s) and 3 y(nl) 6, wlicncc 
{l,..., 1 ,I === S. \\‘e omit the proof that {E] is the same character which is 
associated vvith P in the classical theory of the symmetric groiip, and show 
instead that the present definition of (Pj is cminentl!- suited foi- theoretical 
pllrpo”““. 
Proof. Since PA*, [Q},, ==- I, WC conclude from ,$(P), ;Qj ~’ 0 
that A(P), A*(Q*)’ -1 0, whence 1’ c 1 ,O by Theorem X.1. Done. 
The following proposition shovvs that the simple characters [I’: comprise 
all the simple characters of S. 
Prooj’. Suppose {PI ~-= [Qj. Then, A(P), (Qj;, ~ ,A@), (Pj 
‘l’heorem 9.1 states that P -;I Q and Q c.1 I’, i.e., P ~~ Q. Done. 
1 and 
Let P, ,..., I-‘, denote all the descending partitionings of wz, vvhcre I’, 
. --. P. . Then A(P?) XT-, zij{P,), where i -~: I ,..., s and z,, J S. ‘The 
s ‘C s matrix (s,,) is precisely table [l] and we can now analyze this 
table. First of all, if /A(P), {Q)) + 0, P : : (2 (Th eorem 9. I and Proposition 
8. I) and hence the table is triangular with only zeros aboae its muin diagonal. 
Furthermore, since <A(P), (I’)) 1 , this table has I’s on its mnin tlia~~pnal. 
Consequently, det(Zl,) I, from which WC conclude that the transitive 
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pemutation characters A(P,),..., A(P,J are linearly imlependent and that the 
simple characters of S are uniquely expressible as integral linear combinations of 
A(P,),..., A(P,?). This is precisely Frobenius’ theorem, mentioned in the 
introduction! 
Theorem 9.1 says much more than that table [l] is triangular. For example, 
for nz > 10, the descending partitioning (WZ - 6, 4, 1, 1) of m is not dominated 
~~~-(nr-4,1,1,1,1),(m-5,2,2,1),(n~-5,2,1,1,1)0r(7~-5,1,1,1,1,1), 
even though (m - 6, 4, 1, 1) is th e smallest of these five partitionings in 
lexicographical order. (Q d ominates P means P u Q.) This explains the four 
zeros in row 23 of the table. In fact, it is easy to explain all the zeros in the 
table by means of Theorem 9.1, including those which appear after disordered 
partionings have been properly rearranged. On grounds of his study of this 
table, the author conjectures that the converse of Theorem 9. I holds. 
Conjecture 9.1. (A(P), :Q}) # 0 zyarld only $P 3 Q. 
Lemma 9.1 is needed for the next section. It expresses a well-known 
property of the character (P> and the proof is given only to underscore how 
smoothly the present approach works. 
LEMMA 9.1. {P’“j = {PI*. 
Proof. We have to show that (A(P*), {Pj*, :~: <A*(P), {Pjy z-Z I. 
Since the values of the alternating character 6 are integers, c<A(P*), (P}*,\ -:: 
s<A’~(P*), {P}> and (A*(P), (Pj*> = (A(P), {Pj> . By the definition of [P), 
<A(P), {P)) = (A*(P*), {PI) = 1. Done. 
hIany conclusions concerning the transitive permutation character A(P) 
can be drawn from the developments of this section. For example, unless P 
is dominated by P*, it is not possible that a simple character {Q} and its 
conjugate [Q)* both occur in A(P) with positive multiplicity. Precisely, 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Suppose that both simple characters (Q,) and {Q>* OCCUY 
with positive multiplicity in A(P). Th en, P -4 Q (i P* and P ~1 Q* (i P*, 
zchence 1 ~3 P*. 
Proof. (A(P), {Q),\ 7: 0 implies P <I Q, and (A(P), {Qj*j = (A(P), (Q*j> -# 
0 implies P u Q* (Theorem 9.1 and Lemma 9.1). The inequalities Q Q P* 
and Q* (i P* follow from Lemma 8.1. Done. 
We conclude from Proposition 9.2 that, if P is self-conjugate (i.e., P = I'*), 
no simple character {Q} #(P} has the property that both {Q} and ((2)” 
occur with positive multiplicity in A(P). Hence, if P and Q are two distinct, 
self-conjugate partitionings of 112, (A(P), {Q}) = (A(Q), (P}) = 0. 
We finish this section by showing that, if P = (m - i, i), {I’}= 
A(m - i, i) - A(m - i + 1, i - 1) for 1 < i < nz - i, and hence that the 
present definition of (P) agrees with the notation (111 ~- i, ;) of subsection 4. 
Hereto, WC put x Ll(m - i, i) d(rz7 i j I, i I) and recall that x is 
a simple character and that ‘3(P). x 1 (‘l’hcorcms 4. I and 4.2). There 
only remains to be shown that \A -(PA), x I. ‘L’hcorcm 8.1 gives that 
;‘A,‘(P), 4(m - i, i)) I and also, since I’ does not dominate (~1 ~ i + 1, 
i ~ I), that A*(Pr), A(777 - i -I- I, i - I) 0. Done. 
10. ?‘lze ~zunrbers .11”(1-‘, _O)s ,from table [I] 
1’l’c denote the descending partitionings of 717 1y Pi ,..., P,< , and put 
d(P) -== C’f 1 q{P,j-. Then, using Lemma 9. I, O”(P) 7 ce r zi(Pi*j and 
hence the expansion of d*(P) in terms of the simple characters of S can he 
read from table [I]. Since j :lI*(P, Q)i == /3”(P), d(Q)) (Corollary 7.1), the 
numhers ~ JZ*(P, Q)i can also he read from the table. 
E~.J.~\~PI.E 10.1. ‘I’hcre arc 109 matrices with row sums 4, 3, 2 and column 
sums 3, 2, 2, 2 (Example 3.1). \Yc now compute the number of (0, I)- 
matrices with these row and column sums. Denoting a partitioning such as 
(2, 2. 2, 1, I, 1) by (2s, I”), we conclude from the expansion of A(4, 3, 2), 
given in Example 3. I, that A“(4, 3, 2) (I!‘) 1 2(2, 1 i> -1. 3{2s, 1:; 
(3, l”> I 3{2”, l”> + 2(3, 2, 1”) ~-~ 2121, 1; +- 2(3,2’, 1’) + (32, 1”) ~. 
(3, 2”) ;- (3”, 2, 1). Using the expansion of A(3, 2, 2, 2) (Example 3.1), we 
conclude that (d*(4, 3, 2) i1(3, 2, 2, 2); -- 3. The three matrices in question 
are: 
1 1. Computation of table [I] from the numbers ! M(P, 0)~. 
If P 1 ,...1 P, are the descending partitionings of M, where P, : ... i. I’,< , 
and d(P,) : x,“_, .zij{Pjl f . 01 i --= I ,..., s, the 5 Y s matrix Z == (z,,) is 
table [I]. We denote (d(P,), A(Z’,),, ~~ : Af(P, , Pi)] by Iljj for ;,j =- I,..., s 
and show that the matrix Z can he computed from the matrix H =: (hii). 
Since {Pr},..., {P,} is an orthonormal base fur the class functions, H :: ZZ“, 
where ZT is the transpose of Z. There only remains to he shown that the 
matrix ZZT completely determines the matrix 2. Since the first column and 
the main diagonal of Z consist of l’s and zij := 0 for 1 :c< i -; j .s< s (suh- 
section 9) it is immediate that the second column of Z is determined by the 
second column of ZF; and that, in general, thej-th column of Zis determined 
by thej-th column of ZZT together with the firstj - 1 columns of 2. In fact, 
it is not hard to write down explicit formulas for the successive computation 
of the columns of 2 in terms of those of XV. 
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